There are many solutions for Unified Communication & Collaboration today – also from the Cloud. But they usually have a limited range of functions. With the UCC Cloud powered by Cisco Webex, T-Systems focuses on Webex Teams as part of the Cisco Webex suite.

This collaboration service that meets the highest demands covers all UCC functions: from messaging, presence display, video and web conferences, whiteboarding to telephony. Important meeting and calling functions from the entire Cisco Webex suite are integrated into Cisco Webex Teams. Especially when using the meeting functions, Cisco’s strengths become evident with the top-performance Webex technology.

At the same time, T-Systems, as a Cisco certified, competent SaaS provider, ensures that your new UCC solution meets your requirements, is seamlessly integrated into existing environments and runs perfectly over the long term. Using Hybrid Services, you receive extra security and functionality managed by a reliable partner.

---

**MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER UCC TOOL**

**MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES**

**One Solution:** Persistent messaging, whiteboarding, presence, video and web conferencing, telephony

**Data Protection:** Individual settings, for example limiting your presence status view

**Security:** End-to-end encryption and combination with Private Cloud services

**Interplay with other Tools:** Simple linking and integration with Dropbox, Salesforce, SharePoint and much more

**Telephony:** Cisco Webex Teams as a softphone in combination with the solutions UCC Compact / UCC Premium from T-Systems

**Top Meetings:** Webex technology and intuitive user interface

**Hardware:** Integration into existing and new Cisco video devices and inclusion of new devices including implementation and maintenance from one source
CISCO WEBEX TEAMS WITH SERVICES FROM T-SYSTEMS

FOUR HIGHLIGHTS

User Interface
Dial in easily via the Internet – wherever you are, from any device. The comfortable and intuitively operated user interface shows everything at a glance: Rooms and groups, discussions and messages, documents, people involved and additional files. With the search function, you can search the history of your discussions for people, rooms, messages and files. All documents and dialogs are saved, so you can always access the results of your teamwork afterwards.

Whiteboard
The whiteboard function plus the Webex Board form a new and unique solution for your teamwork. The device unites the functions of wireless presentation, digital whiteboard and video conferencing. The completely Cloud- and touch-based solution provides comprehensive cooperation functions as well as secure connections to physical and virtual meeting rooms. The board is located in a physical meeting room and is connected to Cisco Webex Teams, so that you are able to "whiteboard" with users that are located elsewhere or use the mobile app.

Devices
As a technology manufacturer, Cisco offers also the complete range of devices for its Cloud service for all requirements. T-Systems checks whether the current devices can continue to be used and which new devices suit your collaboration needs. All Cisco video devices can be registered directly on the platform.

Hybrid Services
Hybrid Services are separated from the Cisco Cloud and made available from a T-Systems data center. T-Systems’ data centers offer the advantage that the services and data storage are subject to German or European jurisprudence.

Hybrid Data Security
- Key Management Service
- Indexing Service
- Compliance Service

Hybrid Calendar Service
- Connection of Webex Teams, for example to Outlook
- Meeting planning and invitations via Outlook

Hybrid Call Service
- Connection of Webex Teams to Unified Call Manager
- Telephony via the Call Manager
- Webex Teams as mobile softclient for voice and video calls

Hybrid Directory Service
- Import the user into Cisco Webex Teams
- All company contacts at a click

START YOUR FREE TRIAL NOW!

Maximum of 90 days

Possible scope
Maximum of 100 Webex Team licenses
+ maximum of 5 Webex Board licenses
+ maximum of 5 video device licenses

CONTACT
Your personal customer manager
www.t-systems.com/ucc
ucc-services@t-systems.com
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